
FLEUR
Available in 3 Sizes
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VISIT US

HD Expo Show in Las Vegas - May 15-17 - Booth 5501 & 
LIGHTFAIR in Philadelphia May 21-23 - Booth 2125.



MODERN FORMS

The sculptural Chronos chandelier is suspended by adjustable ultra-thin 
aircraft cables for a clean look. It is ETL-listed for damp locations and 
ideal for architectural, hospitality, and commercial environments with tall 
ceilings and large spaces. The fixture is made of aluminum hand-finished 
in Aged Brass and paired with white, sanded acrylic diffusers that 
conceal the LED light source, which operates via a universal 120V-277V 
driver and dims with an ELV, TRIAC, or 0-10V dimmer. 

The 75-watt model – which measures 50 inches wide and has a cable 
length of up to 130 inches – delivers up to 2,696 lumens. The 48-watt 
version measures 34 inches and has a cable length of up to 99 inches. 
Both chandeliers deliver 3000K illumination in 90 CRI and have 
50,000 hours of rated life. 
Booth #2424 Design Pavilion

KUZCO

The asymmetrical flowing design of the Fleur LED chandelier allows for 
a unique adjustment; the fixture may remain planar or expand upward 
to resemble a helix. It can be ordered in 3 sizes.
Booth #2125 Global Light + Design Pavilion

AMERLUX

Slots and Dots is an easily configurable track 
light system that creates visual ambiance for 
hospitality and retail environments. Clean, 
compact styling ensures it looks good in any 
environment. Measuring just 1-inch wide, the 
track features magnetic attachments so light 
sources can be easily snapped in and out as 
needed, ideal for changing the lighting in a 
room between events. 

Available attachments include accent track 
heads in 2 sizes, 1 pendant accent, and 4 
linear options, including lensed sources for 
ambient light and high-performance optics 
for direct light. The track comes in 2-, 4-, and 
12-foot lengths that join together for clean 
lines of light. 
Booth #5837 General Lighting Hall F
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SHINE ON!




